
“I’m having trouble getting comfortable on my new 
memory foam product.”
Comfort is subjective, and while many people feel 
comfortable right away, others may need a few weeks 
for their body to adjust so they could truly appreciate 
the comfort and support of memory foam. Give your 
new mattress topper or pillow a little time and we are 
confident a better night’s sleep is on the horizon.
 
“My new memory foam topper or pillow has an odd 
smell.”
You may notice a slight “new” or fresh foam scent when 
you first unpack your new topper or pillow. The smell is 
normal and will dissipate in a short period of time. 
Allow the foam to “air out” in a well ventilated area for 
24-72 hours. 

“My new memory foam topper or pillow seems 
a bit hard.”
Memory foam is sensitive to temperature changes. If 
you purchased your memory foam product during 
colder months, you may want to give it time to reach 
room temperature before using it.
 
“How do I care for my new memory foam pillow or 
topper?”
If your memory foam product comes with a removable 
and machine washable cover, please follow the full 
care instructions on the cover’s label closely. Spot clean 
the memory foam directly with a damp cloth.

“My memory foam mattress topper seems to be 
changing color slightly. What does this mean?”
As memory foam ages, it may change color slightly due 
to natural oxidation. This is completely normal and 
does not indicate a problem or a loss of comfort or 
performance.
 

For product care instructions, please refer to the 
product care label

Using a pair of scissors, cut and 
remove the containment sleeve and 
fabric liner from the topper. Be 
careful not to cut the memory foam.

 Your mattress topper is now ready to 
use, but please consider that it may 
take up to 72 hours to completely 
recover to its full size. If your topper 
included a cover, place the cover over 
the topper like a fitted sheet.

Gently unroll the topper on top of 
your bed. Do not pull The foam apart 
as it may cause tears in the foam. Let 
expand and regain it’s natural shape.

Lay the box on its side and remove 
the mattress topper, placing it on 

TAKE CARE

NOT TO WORRY

If you purchased a matress 
topper, follow these quick and 
easy steps.

Q & A

Your new foam bedding product was proudly 
assembled in the USA using premium materials. 
Just as with a new car or piece of furniture, you 
may notice a fresh foam scent after opening. 
This is normal and will dissipate. After removing 
the packaging, immediately discard any 
wrapping materials. Allow the foam to “air out” 
in a well ventilated area for 24 to 72 hours.

You may also notice holes or natural 
imperfections in the memory foam material. 
These visible holes are air pockets formed 
during the foam production process. Be assured 
they do not a�ect the function or comfort 
properties of your bedding product, and will not 
become larger or change over time.  
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If purchased from a valid retailer in the USA 

or Canada, product will be replaced if it 

proves to be defective at the manufactur-

er’s discretion during the warranty period. 

Simply contact us by email or telephone to 

verify if your item qualifies for the wa   

rranty. Proof of purchase required in the 

form of a sales receipt. Unauthorized 

returns will not be accepted.

5 YEAR WARRANTY

Sealy  is a registered trademark 
of Sealy Technologies, LLC

info@comfortrevolution.com

877.533.8153 (Toll Free)

info@comfortrevolution.com
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